Is your organization prepared for the unexpected? Can it be? In the face of uncertainty, can you inspire others to make investments, take risks, and create sustainable value for the future?

Taught by Pixar co-founder Ed Catmull and innovation expert Hal Gregersen, this unique new course explores the leadership mindset and system level actions required to tackle large scale challenges and catalyze a believable framework for the future—a future state that cannot be realized without years of sustained effort so that compounding growth occurs across an entire ecosystem.

Through a combination of theoretical frameworks, practical case studies, interactive exercises, and hands-on applications, you will gain valuable insights into the mindset and strategies required to navigate uncertainty, respond to short- and long-term challenges simultaneously, and leverage creativity as a catalyst for transformation.

Please visit our website for the most current information.

executive.mit.edu/eu
TAKEAWAYS

You will leave the course with a deeper understanding of:

• How to become a challenge-driven leader and organization
• How to craft—and recraft—Believable Frameworks for the Future
• What exponential processes are and/or how they will influence your progress on this Framework—and how to identify them
• How compounding contributions of past infrastructure, exponential technologies, power cycles, and ecosystems shape and guide your current efforts
• How to shift from an exponential thinking bias to a guided compound growth strategy and action plan
• How to see more deeply the dynamic tensions within complex systems—and how to manage them as forces for making progress on your biggest challenges

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

This course has been developed for senior leaders and professionals who are:

• Willing to take a hard look at how their teams and organizations operate today and are committed to creating a fundamentally different approach in the next decade
• Responsible for reshaping the direction of their organizations and interested in leveraging rapidly changing technologies to make that a reality
• Curious about rethinking their role as a leader and understanding how to become more challenge-driven
• Committed to their own creative transformation as well as that of their teams and organizations
• Aware that they have been wrong before and will be wrong again as a path to meaningful progress
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